No. 97205N
Lady Butterfly Hat

Although we make every effort to prevent errors from being published, we regret that they do occur and apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. We have corrected the needle sizes on pages 2 and 4 of the pattern, and decreasing for the Hat in the 6th (2-5 years) size. Please note the corrections in red.

Page 2:

HAT:
It is worked in the round on circular needle. Cast on 114 (126; 138; 144; 150; 156; 168) sts on circular needles size 1 (2.25 mm).

Rounds from 8 to 11: Knit all sts. Insert a marking thread (= border edge) and measure piece from this point onwards. Switch to the circular needles size 3 (3.25 mm) and work as follows:

Page 2, bottom of right column:
Next round (decreasing round): *K12 (14; 16; 17; 18; 19; 21), K2tog, repeat from * 5 more times across the round. [78(90; 102; 108; 114; 120; 132)] sts remaining
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Butterfly:
Big wing (make two):
Cast on 5 sts on needles size 1 (2.25 mm) and make wings by following Chart ‘Big Wing 1’ for size . . .
Small wing (make two):
Cast on 5 sts on needles size 1 (2.25 mm) and make wings by following Chart ‘Small Wing 1’ for . . .

We apologize for any inconvenience. Patterns are corrected from December 29, 2016.